2021 Red Barns Spectacular
KAARC Judged Show Rules
Judged Show Participants, Welcome and thank you for bringing your vehicle to the Judged show!
We ask that you abide by the following rules.
Registration;
1) All vehicles 1996 and older to be judged and must be driven onto the Judging Fields.
2) KAARC members or GCM personnel are not allowed to participate for trophies’
3) YOU, decide what class you wish to participant in. Park in the appropriate class row.
Wheels Straight, tops up
4) Register KAARC Judged Show Registration Tent. Fill out form, and top portion of the judging
sheet, and return both.
5) Place the window placard in the front window – Passenger side.
6) N0 “For Sale” signs, Tents, Trailers, Non-participating vehicles are allowed on the Field.
Pop-ups may be put up on the opposite sides of the roads – Outside the judge fields
7) YOU WILL BE DISQUALIFIED IF;
Parked incorrectly. Not on the Judged Show Field. Move the vehicle after registering
NOTE: The “Drivers Choice” is a different show, you WILL NOT BE JUDGED if parked there
NOTE: Please confirm that your assigned “vehicle number”, “registration form”, “Class row” where
you are “parked” on the Judged Show field, all match.
Judging;
1) All vehicles to be judged must be on the Judged show fields by 11:00 EST Sharp. Judging starts
promptly.
2) Your paperwork has to be yellow, green or blue. If white then see judging tent
3) Vehicles NOT parked on the Official Judging Fields will not be Judged.
4) Owners will be asked; to open hoods, trunks, roll up windows, wheels straight, and have convertible top
in the up locked position.
5) Owners are asked to be present at their vehicle during their judging. Do not follow or talk to the
Judges. Only answer their questions.
6) Awards Presentation at 3:00PM – MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN 7) *** Questions??? Please ask at the KAARC Judged Show Registration Tent***
8) Judging sheets will be returned if you have a self-addressed stamped envelope. This must include your
name, address, vehicle number and class.
9) Vehicles are Judged by the KAARC standards, 2 awards per class and for overall top honor awards.
All Judge’s ruling are final.
Please understand that our judging and tallying staff are all volunteers. They are processing typically 130
vehicles, determining positions for 50 trophies’, in a very short time frame.
Please Help us; Paper work clearly filled out and handed in, The vehicle is parked correctly.
YOU WILL BE DISQUALIFIED IF;
*** Parked incorrectly, Not on the Judged Show Field, Move the vehicle after registering ***
Again, Thank you for participating!!!

